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§ These are more-or-less ‘random’ jottings of a pre-dominantly pleasant acquaintanceship, bordering 
on friendship, of almost 50 years. It is also semi-autobiographical, particularly §2. 
© I am greatly indebted to Professor Prabhat Patnaik and Dr. Milica Uvalic for invaluable comments 
on the first draft of this paper; they are, of course, not responsible for the views expressed herein – 
nor are the remaining infelicities due to them. 
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§1. Introduction 
‘Nuti covers a wide range of topics with his model [of EJ, 1970]- technical progress, the 
formation of relative prices, valuation - all in all, a fascinating pot-pourri which includes 
most of the ingredients that go to make up this book, albeit with some special flavours added 
of his own. To further prolonged tastings I leave the interested reader.’ 
G. C. Harcourt, 1972., p. 247; italics added. 

 
I am one of those ‘interested readers’ of the ‘fascinating pot-pourri’ that Mario Nuti offered 

with in his paper of 19701 – but the usually fastidious Harcourt did not also warn that the 

‘model’ was also very difficult (at least for this ‘interested reader’). 

 
Mario Nuti was a member of the Admission’s Committee of the Faculty of Economics & 

Politics at Cambridge University when I was admitted as a research student, in October 

1973. Nuti wrote to Jean-Paul Fitoussi at the European University Institute (EUI), on 10 

March 1981 that; 

‘[I] was admitted on the nod and we2 were delighted to have him at King’s.’ 
 
 
I had heard about Nuti from reading Harcourt (1972, especially p. 240) and Harcourt & Laing 

(1971, p. 28 & pp. 314-338) for a doctoral course in Capital Theory3 at the University of 

Lund, where I was studying prior to being admitted as a research student at Cambridge. As a 

result of reading carefully the Harcourt book and the (excerpt of the) essay by Nuti (1970) in 

Harcourt & Laing (op.cit) he was, for me, an inspiring and respected figure in Cambridge 

capital controversies and investment criteria in socialist economies4. 
 
 

1 This was an analysis of steady-states, as all capital and most of growth theory was (not only at that 

time); any extrapolation to practical application of real capitalist (or even socialist or centrally 
planned) economies was highly dubious. The obvious analogy was with the uncomputability of 
Kolmogorov-complexity or the axiomatic analysis of real-number complexity. 
2 The ‘we’ most likely refers to the Fellows of King’s! In 1973 King’s counted amongst its Fellows of 
Economics, Wynne Godley, Richard Kahn, Nicholas Kaldor, Robin Marris, Mario Nuti, Luigi 
Pasinetti, Richard Stone, James Trevithick (but I am not sure that he was a Fellow in 1973 – although 
he was in 1979), John Wells and Adrian Wood – only three of them are alive now, to the best of my 
knowledge (Pasinetti, Trevithick and Wood); Kaldor was the Chairperson of the Faculty and I was his 
pupil for the Michaelmas and Lent terms of 1973-74 – from the Easter term of 1974 he went to the 
Treasury to help the Labour Chancellor of the Exchequer. After that I was Richard Goodwin’s pupil, 
for the rest of his life! 
3 Given by Professor Ingemar Ståhl. The unconventionality of the course, Harcourt’s book, and the 
resulting attempt to read Sraffa (1960) were important factors in my determination to study in 
Cambridge. Professor Björn Thalberg, who was responsible for the ‘other half’ of that particular 
doctoral course (Growth Theory) saw me, in July, 1972, grappling with Sraffa, and said, in passing: 
‘A very difficult book!’ – I, in my naïveté thought that he was ‘pulling my leg’ – without realizing 
that I would be trying to understand that book even now, almost half-a-century later! 
4 These were my own twin interests at the time and struggling through the Mathematical Appendix to 
Nuti (op.cit.), I have always meant to ask Nuti, but never remembered to do so, who MacCullum and 
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This ‘personal memoir’ is written because I owe so much to Mario Nuti, especially for the 

faith he showed in me for almost fifty years. In the next section I give a glimpse of the way 

he impinged on my professional life. 

 
Others (for example, Estrin, et. al., 2007, Estrin & Uvalic, 2021), more able and 

knowledgeable than me, in the theory and practice of socialist economics, generally, and 

the economies of some of the countries of eastern Europe, in particular, will – of course 

– write (have written) of Nuti’s expertise and interests in them. 

 
I shall concentrate, in §3, on mentioning some of the issues on capital theory and history of 

economic thought that Nuti made significant contributions to, in the early parts of his 

professional career. The concluding §4 is also a kind of personal reminiscence. 

 
The bare bones of Nuti’s professional life can be summarized as follows5. He graduated in 

1962 from the University of Rome, with first class honours in law; and obtained a PhD from 

Cambridge University in 1970; his PhD thesis was titled Problems of Investment Planning in 

Socialist Economics. He was supervised by Maurice Dobb. In the first page footnote of Nuti, 

1978, p. 191, he is generous in his tribute to Dobb: 
‘Maurice Dobb was generous with both his time and his own research work. He was a 
marvellous correspondent and provided both inspiration and perceptive criticism, offered with 
such charm that its force was not always immediately felt. I was privileged to be taught by 
him and to have had the opportunity to work with him.’ 
 

He was Fellow of King's College, Cambridge (1965-79) and Lecturer at the Faculty of 

Economics and Politics (FEP), Cambridge University6. Immediately after Cambridge, he was 

appointed Professor of Political Economy and Director of the Centre for Russian and East 

European Studies, at the University of Birmingham7 where he was in the academic years 

1980-1982; he then moved to Fiesole8 – European University Institute (EUI) – as a Professor 

of Economics, 1982-1990. 

 
the Hon. C. Taylor were (they are mentioned in the two footnotes in the EJ version of the important 
paper on p.50 and the former is also acknowledged in the lead footnote). 
5More details are easily available on the Internet. 
6 Kalecki wrote a letter to the Appointments Committee of the FEP on behalf of Nuti, in January 1967 
(Kalecki, 1993, p. 299), so I don’t know if the Fellowship and Lectureship extended over the same 
period. Mario gifted me a copy of Problems of economic dynamics and planning: Essays in honour of 

Michał Kalecki, in early 1974. 
7 Richard Goodwin was one of his referees – I posted his letter! 
8 I was partially responsible for Mario’s move to the EUI. The external members of the appointments 
committee were Herbert Giersch from Kiel, John Hicks from Oxford and Edmond Malinvaud of Paris 
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He was, then, an Economic Adviser on central eastern Europe, at DG-II of the European 

Commission in Brussels till 1993 and moved to the University of Rome as Professor of 

Comparative Economic Systems; he was in Rome till (I presume) retirement. 

 

Apart from these tenured – or semi-tenured (as in the EUI) – he was also a Visiting Professor, 

Consultant and Advisor in numerous high-profile national and international institutions. In 

later years he kept an active and interesting blog running and I used to read and be 

enlightened by the contents. 

 
He replaced the erratic Professor Tom Kronsjö (see Kronsjö, 2009) as Editor of the journal 

Economics of Planning9 and was also a past President of the European Association for 

Comparative Economic Studies (EACES). Nuti was an editor and, later, an associate editor 

of the Cambridge Journal of Economics. 

 
He is the author and editor of numerous articles and books, above all the one by Dmitriev 

(1974)10. 

§2. Recollections of Times Past 
‘I am glad that we share mutual friends such as the Nutis …., and that is an additional reason 
why we should meet.’ 
S. J. Tambiah11, Letter to the author, May 11, 1987 
 

One of my earliest memories of an encounter with Mario Nuti happened on 9th July 1974, the 

day Kaldor was made a life peer by the labour government of Harold Wilson. I met Nuti at 
 

and the internal members were Marcello De Cecco, Jean-Paul Fitoussi and Manfred Streit who 
nominated, unanimously (though not without initial opposition from one of the internal members) 
Nuti for the Professorship. At the same time, I was appointed to Jaques Pelkmans’ vacant Associate 
Professorship. I also moved into Pelkamans’ Palazzio in Caldine (apart from buying some of his 
furniture at exorbitant prices, some of which I still have). 
9 I still have letters from Mario (dated 4/12/1980 & 23/11.1981) asking me to referee a paper, and 
acknowledging my report, by Dipak Basu for the Journal – of course, I accepted it! In the latter letter 
he informed me of ‘Chairs in Economics at Sheffield and Warwick’ and wondered whether I should 
not apply – and informing me that he had written on my behalf for an Official Fellowship at 
Fitzwilliam College, Cambridge (I was successful in that application)! 
10 Nuti prepared the index to Kalecki (1971), see Harcourt (1977; p. 343). In this book Harcourt also 
notes: 

‘We were, of course, fortunate in having at the conference Mario Nuti, Kalecki’s former pupil and 
editor of a volume of his collected works; … [Nuti’s] sparkling contributions to the discussions were a 
feature of the conference.’ 

11Tambiah was also a Fellow of King’s College during (part of) Nuti’s Fellowship at the College. 
Mario wrote me on the 4th of February (‘old’ Ceylon’s Independence – from British colonialism) 2014 
that: 

‘[S]orry to hear about …. Tambiah s death, such a good man and a scholar, who introduced me to 
economic anthropology.’ 
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the Newsagent’s opposite King’s College and asked him whether he had seen Kaldor; his 

reply was typically ‘whimsical’: 
‘He is walking up-and-down King’s Parade hoping to be congratulated!’ 

 
 
The earliest memory of Mario Nuti is coupled to an advice given by my Cambridge 

supervisor, Richard Goodwin12, in my very first meeting with him [Goodwin], towards 

the end of the Michaelmas term in 1973: 
‘Economics is useless; go to mathematics and philosophy!’ 

I had been exempted from any formal lecture requirements at my interview with the 

Chairperson and Secretary of the Faculty, Professor Kaldor and Dr. Moggridge, respectively; 

but I followed Goodwin’s suggestion to the letter and attended the lectures of Dr. Ian 

Hacking on the foundations of probability in the Philosophy faculty and those by Drs. John 

Conway (on the foundations of mathematics), W. B. R. Lickorish (on algebra) and Robin 

Sibson (on optimization), from the Mathematics faculty. Dr. Sibson was a fellow of King’s 

College13 – the same college where Mario Nuti was a fellow (and I was a graduate student). 

 
Imagine my surprise at seeing Mario Nuti attend the lectures of Robin Sibson! He didn’t 

expect, or get, any special attention and was a participant like any other student, at the 

lectures. This was my first encounter with Mario Nuti! It underscored his simplicity and 

approachability (his dress code, unlike many others in the faculty of economics and politics – 

even those who were ostensibly ‘radical’ – was extremely simple in nature; I have, for 

example, never seen him in a tie or suit). 

 
That winter, 1973-74, I went to Lund for the holidays to be with my wife, who was 

expecting our first child (born in Nyköping, where my wife was staying with her Parents, in 

April, 1974 and named Viveka Lalitha). 
 
 
 
 
 

12 I had the opportunity to meet Goodwin because of the kindness of Dr. Don Moggridge, as the 
Secretary of the graduate students for the Faculty, asking me who I would like as a supervisor after 
Kaldor; I had no hesitation with my reply (partly because of my Lund supervisor, Professor Björn 
Thalberg, who had been a student of Goodwin in the early 1950s, and also due to my friend and 
fellow-graduate student Guglielmo Chiodi who had excellent experiences with Goodwin as his 
supervisor). 
13 Conway was a fellow of Gonville & Caius College and Lickorish was a fellow of Pembroke 
College. I met Lickorish many years later, at a Pembroke lunch, to which Michael Kuczynski 
had invited me – Michael was a good friend of Mario, too. 
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In my meeting with Goodwin, I was encouraged to borrow from him and read Andronov & 

Chaikin14 and Minorsky15 - which I did. In the very first chapter of Minorsky’s book there 

was a reference to Kolmogorov’s paper16 on a generalization of Prey-Predator dynamics – but 

it was in Italian (which I didn’t read, at that time – but, subsequently, learnt it sufficiently at 

least to read!). I wrote to my dear Italian friend, Guglielmo Chiodi, asking him to send a copy 

to me, if possible. He not only sent the article to me, but also sent a translation of it to 

English!! 

 
Of course, I read it carefully and then, imagine my surprise when a research student presented 

the central aspect of his thesis, in the Easter term of 1974, based on Kolmogorov – but 

without any reference to the article! I meekly raised my hand – Chiodi was at the seminar, too 

– and asked the research student why he did not refer to the article by the great Kolmogorov, 

even though his model was a replica! He blustered in his reply and dismissed the question as 

being from an ignorant person17. 

 
The research student was a friend of Nuti – apart from being almost the same age as him – 

and I mentioned this story to Mario18. His reply was typical: 
‘It is a problem of his [Mario used the research student’s name] morality.’ 

Needless to say, the research student had no moral scruples19! 
 
 
 
 

14 Witt was still persona non grata in the Soviet Union; it was many years before, finally, the 
Andronov-Chaikin book became the Andronov-Chaikin-Witt book and Pergamon published it – and I 
immediately bought it! It was not only the mathematical method in the social sciences that was 
proscribed in the Soviet Union. 
15 His book on Nonlinear Oscillations – not his Essay on The Theory of Oscillations in the book on 
Dynamics and Nonlinear Mechanics. 
16 Kolmogorov (1936); the subsequent kindness of Professor Chiodi was not the first time I was the 
beneficiary of typical Italian kindness – of course, Mario was Italian, but so were many of my eventual 
friends, Professors Alberto Quadrio Curzio and Stefano Zambelli, foremost among them. 
17 He remained hostile to me even many years later, when I gave a seminar at his University in Italy, 
by disturbing me with constant talk and noise (together with a well-known French economist). My 
host was genuinely surprised at his hostility! 
18 I also mentioned this to Goodwin, with a copy of the Kolmogorov paper and Chiodi’s translation; 
Goodwin was his thesis supervisor and was ‘shocked’ enough to ask the research student to insert 
Kolmogorov reference at the appropriate place in the thesis. Later, much later, I checked out the thesis 
from the University Library and it was notable by the different font with which Kolmogorov’s article 
was referenced! 
19 I narrated, obviously, this story to my friend Chiodi who, with a pained, but unsurprised, look 
managed to reply: 

‘Anyhow, I like Mario Nuti.’ 
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Mario lived with Frances, his wife, and – later – his two lovely daughters, Milena and 

Giulia, in a handsome house down Selwyn Gardens, in the city of Cambridge; it was 

within walking distance of King’s College. I think he kept the house in his ownership 

throughout his life of high-profile movement. His two-storey house in Birmingham was 

spacious and in Florence, during his Professorship at the EUI, he and the family lived in 

an apartment. He inherited a family villa, with an olive grove, in Arezzo20. 

 
I bought a 25 litre ‘demijohn’ (damigiana) of Mario’s olive oil in 2014, when I was at Trento; 

it was excellent. I shared the oil with my friends, Stefano Zambelli & Silvana Convertini and 

Ragupathy Venkatachalam & Selda Kao and took some to Sweden, to share with my in- 

laws21. 

 
I recall spending an afternoon, extending into the evening, in early 1974, at his house in 

Selwyn Gardens where I remember Adrian Wood saying, as he saw Ajit Singh and Robin 

Marris walking, in deep conversation: 

‘They can’t be agreeing on anything.’ 

At that time I was not aware of the subtle differences in political attitudes in the Faculty in 

Cambridge, but later I was firmly in Ajit’s ‘orbit’ of ‘leftist’ economists, although due to the 

influence of Richard Goodwin I was a firm believer in left-Keynesian economics. 

 
I invited Mario and Frances (I don’t think their two daughters were born, then) to our King’s 

College house at Mitcham’s Corner in Cambridge, I think in 1975, when a Ceylonese couple 

from Wales – he had been at Cambridge previously - were guests at our house; it was for 

dinner. I remember complaining to Maria about the hot water taps being separate from the 

cold water taps in the whole house; it was unlike Swedish taps, which were one and mixed 

cold & hot water internally. Mario ‘defended’ the King’s College house structure (I thought, 

appropriately) as a Fellow of the College! 

 
 

20 Of his Mother and ‘concittadini’, he wrote to me, on the 24th of February 2011: 
‘And yes, it was my mother's concittadino Luca Pacioli, not Piero [della Francesca], though all were 
from Sansepolcro in the Arezzo province.’ 

21 Mario wrote me on 4/2/2014: 
‘I have set aside your 25 litres. You can have one single drum or five 5 litre containers. Choose which 
and say where and when. The last crop was good but the yield very low, the oil is exceptionally good. 
For you, price unchanged.’ 
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Later, in the autumn of 1977 (I was a visiting research fellow at C.O.R.E, in Louvain-La- 

Neuve, Belgium) I visited Mario & Frances for lunch with Dick & Jackie Goodwin (with 

whom I was staying at their home in Ashdon); the others at lunch were Wynne & ‘Kitty’ 

Godley and Luigi Spaventa (who was a member of the European parliament, claiming that he 

was ‘more ‘Euro’ than a ‘Communist’ in response to an introduction of him by Dick 

Goodwin). He – Spaventa – got into a seemingly ‘acrimonious’ discussion with Godley about 

policy proposals by the European Commission and I ‘sided’ with the latter on the basis of my 

paper with Rustem & Westcott (Rustem, et.al., 197822). On 12 December, 197723, Mario 

wrote to me, thanking me for the paper but that ‘he found the paper very hard going.’ 

 
In 1979 I finished the (revised) version of my PhD thesis24 and was appointed a research 

assistant in the Energy Research Group (ERG) at the Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge, an 

Associate Fellow of Clare Hall25 and Director of Studies in Economics at Peterhouse (this last 

post was as a successor to Goodwin). Mario’s final gesture towards me, before his move to 

Birmingham, was his recommendation that I give his course on Capital and Time, at the FEP. 

I gave it, using his EJ & Kyklos paper and Hicks’ EJ paper and book26, as the predominant 

sources. 

 
I spent one night in his palatial house in Birmingham, with my family there, in (I think) 1980! 

He and Frances were effusive in their hospitality. He had a Norwegian economist for dinner 

the night we were there – the Norwegian was visiting the department of economics at 

Birmingham University as a guest of Mario. 

 
I acted as a babysitter for his daughters, in Florence, perhaps in the academic year 1982/83! It 

was heartening to know that Frances and Mario trusted me with their lovely and precious 

daughters, Milena and Giulia. 

 
22 It was, essentially, conceived and written by Berc Rustem. 
23 Letter from Mario Nuti to me on 12 December 1977; he went on, in the same letter: 

‘[He] was not writing to offer comments, but to inform [me], in case [I] don’t already know [I didn’t 
know] that there are three vacancies in our Faculty … which might interest [me]. I enclose a copy of 
the advertisement, hoping that you might apply.’ 

I applied, was not successful and he wrote to me on 10/10/78 that: 
[T]he Appointments Committee made no appointment at all …. .’ (italics added). 

24 The internal examiner was Bob Rowthorn and the external examiner Sir Roy Allen (of LSE), of the 
revised version; the external examiner of the original submission was Leif Johansen (of Oslo). 
25 My good friends, Roy Green, Chris Gregory and Adrian Wilson (all Australian) were young 
Research Fellows at Clare Hall and tried to appoint me also a research fellow but failed! I was, 
together with Quereshi, a Pakistani research student, a founder of the Clare Hall cricket team. 
26 Nuti (1970, 1973) & Hicks (1970, 1973). 
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It was during the years at EUI that Nuti invited Mario Amendola to give a seminar on his out- 

of-equilibrium approach to economic growth, which came down the great lineage of 

Hammarskjöld and Lundberg – the Stockholm School, in general, of Wicksell, Lindahl and 

Myrdal – and linked up with Amendola’s work with Jean-Luc Gaffard. In addition, in the 

same period, the EUI invited Luigi Pasinetti, too. It was during Pasinetti’s visit – ironically – 

that Mario began to bleed profusely (mainly a nosebleed) and had to be transported by an 

ambulance to the state hospital in Florence. We feared the worst, but it was unfounded – 

though he was carelessly looked-after at the hospital. 

 
Due to various reasons, I lost touch with him for almost quarter of a century after 1985 (when 

I left the EUI; Mario was present at my farewell party, in May 1985). When I got back in 

contact with him, around 2010, he was gracious in every way possible. He put me in the 

mailing list for the ‘blog’ that was maintained in his name; the ‘blog’ contained articles by 

Mario on the current affairs, in economic policy, predominantly in Italy, in the EU and some 

of the Eastern European countries. They were illuminative and enlightening. 

 
The last time I met him was at the Rome conference in honour of Mario Amendola, in 

November 2011 (but it was not the last time I corresponded with Mario – about which I shall 

say something in the last section). I was invited to present a paper (see Dharmaraj-Velupillai, 

2017) and he took part in the roundtable discussion. There were many friends present – 

Guglielmo Chiodi, Jean-Paul Fitoussi, Giancarlo Gandolfo, Peter Howitt and Claudio 

Sardoni, in particular, and Frances, too, graced the conference with her presence. 

 
My presence at the conference was marred by the inhuman ‘threat’ made on my ‘life’ by a 

Professor of Economics at Ancona27 (one of his long-time collaborators was also present 

at the Amendola conference – though not this man!); I discussed this with Mario, mostly 

by e-mail and he was most sympathetic (although he did not know this man). 

 

By the way, out-of-equilibrium is not the same as (not ‘equivalent to’) disequilibrium.  
 
 

27 I had written a devastating comment on a book by him – and m others, where they (the authors) also 
acknowledge the ‘comments’ by n scholars (m > 2 & n ⋙ 10)! He was the one who claimed to 
Stefano Zambelli, then a valued colleague of mine at the University of Trento, that he had (my italics) 
‘lost his examiner’s report in cyberspace.’  Many years later he attempted to include one of my papers 
on complexity in one of the books he edited for Elgar; was it surprising that I did not give permission 
to the good people at Elgar to include my paper!
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Mario acted, willingly, as one of my referees, in 2012, for a Professorial post at the New 

School for Social Research in New York28. I was successful in that application (but I was not 

appointed to a tenured Professorship – only a fixed-term appointment, but after about one 

year it was turned into a Distinguished Professorship); however, I resigned after two years. 

 
§3. Dmitriev, Economics in the Mathematical Mode and Capital Theory 

‘Analogy pervades all our thinking, …, our trivial conclusions … and the highest scientific 
achievements. … People often use vague, ambiguous, incomplete, or incompletely clarified 
analogies, but analogy may reach the level of mathematical precision.’ 
Polya29, 1971; 1945, pp. 37-3, italics added. 

 
I am sure Mario Nuti is not a neo-Ricardian (particularly not in the sense of Frank Hahn); nor 

is he a neo-Walrasian (in the sense made clear by Bob Clower), nor even a neo-Austrian (in 

the sense of Hicks). He is, at most, a post-Kaleckian, without being a post-Keynesian, as far 

as economic theory is concerned30.  

 

I am of the opinion that all economic theorists should be interested in the economics of 

developing and centrally planned economies and Mario Nuti was passionately committed to 

these countries and the extent to which the analysis of developed, industrial, economies – 

sometimes called ‘capitalist’ – falls short of the idealism of theory concerned him.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

28 The other referees were Tony Lawson, John McCall, Richard Day, Shu-Heng Chen & Francesco 
Luna; Mario wrote after the decision was made to appoint me a (non-tenured) Professor at the New 
School, on 31 January 2013 (italics added): 

‘AND I am sure you have made the right decision, for the New School is miles ahead of current 
orthodoxy ..... ” 

Alas, I don’t think Mario was correct - although there were members of the economics department – 
Duncan Foley, Sanjay Reddy, Anwar Shaikh and Lance Taylor - who were, indeed, non-orthodox, 
there were others who strived to be accepted by orthodoxy! 
29 Polya is, among many other books, also the author of the two-volume book on 
Mathematics and Plausible Reasoning, of which the first is subtitled Induction and Analogy 

in Mathematics! 
30 On 21st January 2011, Mario wrote me: 

‘The "gestation period" always had a great importance both in Kalecki's theory of capitalist 
macroeconomics and for his work on investment planning under socialism. All due to his own 
experience as the son of a manufacturer who went bankrupt, I am not sure in what cycle.’ 

Nuti wrote on Kalecki’s degree of monopoly, as interpreted by Kaldor, and Kaldor (together with 
Mirrlees) replied (see Nuti, 1969, Kaldor-Mirrlees, 1970); we didn’t interact on this – except that Nuti 
told me that Kaldor had paid Mirrlees for his work on this reply! 
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All this – and more, for example the place and role of mathematics in economics31 - is 

manifested clearly in his Introduction to Dmitriev (1974)32. I shall deal with only the 

following issues in that fine Introduction: 

• Dmitriev’s device of reducing the direct and indirect content of labour in non-joint 
production systems (Introduction, pp. 8-10). 

• The place of non-substitution theorem(s) in determining prices of production 

(Introduction pp. 12-13). 
• The role of eigenvalues, eigenvectors, maximum roots, positive profit rates, Sraffa’s 

standard commodity and so on (Introduction, pp. 15-16). 
• ‘[A]ssumptions … that [do] not harm’ (Introduction, p. 27) and Sraffa’s ‘supposition 

…[which does] .. no harm in the reader’s adopting it as a temporary working 
hypothesis.’ (Sraffa, 1960, p. v). 

• The place and role of competition and competitive markets in economic theory, as 
Dmitriev through Nuti, may have seen them (Introduction, pp. 21-28). 

• The role of mathematics in economic theory, particularly in the Soviet Union and 
Poland (Introduction, pp. 9-12). 

 
In the letter to Fitoussi of 10 March 1981(previously quoted), Mario also stated: 

‘I gained a very great deal from discussing my own work with [Velupillai], particularly in 
connection with the theory of value of V. K. Dmitriev.’ 

 
This was Mario trying to be helpful to me! My part in the discussion of Nuti’s Introduction to 

Dmiriev was in clarifying Lange’s role in trying (Dmitriev, op. cit., p. 11): 
‘[T]o rehabilitate input-output techniques by maintaining the similarity between input-output 
tables and Marxian reproduction schemes … .’33 

 
Dmitriev does not determine – by giving a formula (easily calculable or not) – ‘the quantity 

of labour … which goes, which goes directly and indirectly, into the production of [a] 

commodity’ (Introduction, p. 8) under conditions of joint production (at a rate of profits = 0). 

However, Sraffa’s device of the Subsystem (Sraffa, op.cit,, p. 56 & Appendix A, p.89) does 

this in the general case, and as Dmiriev emphasizes (p. 44; first set of italics, added): 

‘[W]ithout ant digressions into the prehistoric times of the first inception of technical capital34, 
can always find the total sum of the labour directly and indirectly expended on the production of 
any product [This is a finite quantity, see Dmitriev, op. cit., footnote I, p. 44] under present-day 

production conditions, both of this product itself and of those capital goods involved in its 
production.’ 
 

 

31 Curiously, but I may be short-sighted, he has not thought it prudent to enter into the discussion of 
the pros and cons of the so-called socialist calculation debate! I myself am of the opinion that the 
discussion of this issue be economists of every persuasion is a red herring, especially without a clear 
understanding of either constructive mathematics or computability theory. 
32 All references to the Introduction in the sequel are to this one by Nuti. 
33 My interpretation was based on Lange (1969). 
34 This could be considered an objection against the Frisch-enamoured Schumpeter’s sarcastic 
comments on Kalecki’s business cycle dynamics (see Schumpeter, 1939, p. 187) – but, of course, 
Dmitriev wrote about forty years earlier
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Dmitriev’s theory of prices of production ‘corresponds to Marxian production prices’ 

(Introduction, p.12) and these prices are determined independent of the composition of 

demand (‘as long as this composition is correctly anticipated by producers,’ Introduction, p. 

13). This proposition lies at the basis on the non-substitution theorem (and its so-called 

dynamic extension) – but under conditions of constant returns to scale (in production), absence 

of (most) joint production (for example of the wool-mutton variety), and labour (or any other 

commodity) as the one primary (or non-produced) input under competitive markets. The non-

substitution theorem is valid even in the case of finite or countably infinite number of 

alternative proportions. Nuti’s assumptions (Introduction, p. 13), or those of the authors of the 

‘classical’ non-substitution theorem and its ‘dynamic’ variants, are not relevant for Sraffa’s 

system taken as a whole (i.e., Part II on joint production, fixed capital and land, as well – but 

not necessarily Part III). 

 
Nuti is extremely perceptive when he observes that (Introduction, p. 17): 

“Sraffa’s discovery of the ‘standard commodity’ and its properties could not possibly be 
ascribed to Dmitriev.” 

 
Mario comes to this view after correctly identifying Dmirieve’s definition of basic 

commodities being the same as Sraffa’s (Introduction, p. 17), but wages are ‘post-paid’ in the 

latter, whereas they are anticipated in the former. If one assumes wages are anticipated (and no 

intermediate commodities) then one can use the paraphernalia of eigenvalues, eigenvectors, 

maximum roots, conditions under which positive profits are obtained in this linear system 

(with no joint products)35, then the production conditions of the basic commodities 

(Introduction, p. 17; italics in the original): 
‘[D]etermine the profit rate in the economy and the relative prices of all commodities .. .’ 

 
It may be apposite to mention Sraffa, again! Nuti in the Introduction (p. 27) discusses 

Dmitriev’s consideration of the various Walras assumptions but (ibid; italics added): 
‘[D]oes not enquire into the conditions for the existence, economic meaningfulness, 
uniqueness and stability of the [Walrasian] solution; … .’ 

 
 

35 I had learned these from Goodwin’s lectures in Michaelmas, 1973 – but most of these appeared in 
his various writings from 1949 onwards (but see Goodwin (1983), chapter 7 for a summary of these 
ideas). I wonder whether Nuti also learned these from earlier Goodwin lectures? 
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He – Nuti – adds, therefore, that (ibid; italics added): 
 

‘[A]n implicit assumption that all these conditions are satisfied36 does not harm the following 
reasoning.’ 

 
This ‘implicit assumption’ is no different from that which Sraffa makes, regarding the 

constant returns to scale ‘assumption’ in Sraffa (op.cit., p.v; italics added): 
‘If such a supposition [i.e., ‘assumption of constant returns in all industries’] is found helpful, 
there is no harm in the reader’s adopting it as a temporary working hypothesis. In fact, 
however, no such assumption is made37.’ 

 
Mario Nuti’s versatility, almost comprehensive knowledge of the history of economic 

analysis – that, too, in the leading western and eastern European languages – and admirable 

mastery of contemporary economics – including many of its mathematical variants – shines 

with a sparkle when he discusses Dmitriev’s theory of competition and competitive markets. 

His characterization of Dmitriev as one who: (Introduction, pp. 21-22): 
‘[R]elaxes the assumption that production = supply, and produces a most refreshing piece of 
economic analysis, which stands the test of time beautifully and remains an original and 
unrivalled contribution to the theory of competition.’ 

 
Nuti’s positive analysis of Dmitriev’s theory of competition deserves comparison with 

Sraffa’s great, but negative, approach to the Marshallian theory of competition (Marshall, 

1920, Sraffa, 1925, 1926); every economist worth his salt should read, and master, all four 

maestros – Nuti and Dmitriev (op. cit., Second Essay), on the one hand, and Sraffa and 

Marshall, on the other, on the theory competition. 

 
Nuti in the Introduction (especially pp.9-12) and all experts (in the ‘west’) on Soviet, Polish - 

and, indeed, most (if not all) centrally planned economies (before the fall of the ‘wall’) 

working, especially, on the efficiency of investment practices paid enormous complements to 

Nemchinov38 (and ‘celebrated’ the Nobel award given by the Riksbanken of Sweden, in 
 
 

36 Which is, I conjecture, the kinds of ‘assumptions’ that Nuti would not make; they are made, at least 
for the question of existence of a Walrasian equilibrium for the applicability of topological fix-point 
theorems; uniqueness and stability requires separate considerations – and ‘economic meaningfulness’ 
is almost an unanswerable question. 
37 On p. 13 (italics added) of the Introduction Nuti notes that: 

‘…Sraffa insists that he is not assuming constant returns to scale, and therefore his analysis holds only 
for a scale and composition of output which are taken as given. 

I am not sure that ‘scale’ can be ‘taken as given’.’ 
38 I once owned a copy of Nemchinov’s book (see footnote 1 on p. 9 of the Introduction), but I gifted 
it to a bright graduate student of mine at the NSSR in NY, who sent me an e-mail, after reading the 
first draft of this document: 

‘Just one remark at this stage - I am still frequently using the copy of Nemchinov's books you gave me.’ 
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1975, to Kantorovich). Nuti is no stranger to theorems and proofs (see Nuti, 1970, p. 56 & 

1973, p. 487, for example); therefore, his dismissive statement of Zauberman’s efforts to 

‘legitimise’ Belkin, Grobman and Lunts to ‘extend’ and show the equivalence between 

Leontief and Dmitriev by a ‘proof’ of an analogy-based theorem, should be taken seriously 

(Introduction, p. 10; Zauberman, 1962, especially pp. 441-442)39. 

 

Nuti also observes (p.10, Introduction; italics added) that ‘the Belkin-Grobman-Lunts proof 

is unnecessary’ and goes on: 

‘The question of whether the extension is legitimate is a matter of opinion; .. .’ 

I agree about the ‘legitimacy’ being ‘a matter of opinion’ – which is the case with almost all 

of the theorems of classical mathematics, so long as they are – implicitly or explicitly – based 

on man-made logic, or the ‘omniscience’ of (mathematical) logic. Only constructive 

mathematics (of the Brouwer variety) or computable analysis (of the Turing type) gives room 

for a ‘matter of opinion’ (in terms of intuition and imagination) independent of any kind of 

logic. 

 
This makes me wonder why the Soviet and Polish40 authorities allowed not just pure 

mathematics to flourish, but also applied mathematics – and the mathematicians who 

developed them. I can think of Andrej Kolmogorov and Andrey Markov (the younger) from 

the Soviet Union and Stefan Banach41 and Stanislaw Mazur from Poland. Even more 

pertinently, with the importance of programming models for central planning, why were 

economists like Nemchinov and Lange not motivated to understand the computational 

complexity work of Naum Shor and Leo Khachiyan? 

 
Richard Karp, the ACM Turing Prize Winner, said – in his interview with Karen Frenkel 

(1987, p. 464; italics added): 
‘.. I do think there are some very worthwhile and analogies between complexity issues in 
computer science and in economics. For example, economics traditionally assumes that the 
agents within an economy have universal computing power and instantaneous knowledge of 

 
39 Both Nuti and Zauberman use the word ‘rigorous’ for mathematical propositions; I happen to think 
that this word is best avoided when talking about mathematical theorems and proofs; it is useful to 
remember Hardy (1929, p. 18): 

‘[P]roofs are what Lttlewood and I call gas, rhetorical flourishes designed to affect psychology, 
pictures on the board in the lecture, devices to stimulate the imagination of pupils.’ 

This article was first pointed out to me, in early 1974, by Dr. Ian Hacking, during his lectures on the 
Foundations of Probability. 
40 I confine myself to these two countries for obvious reasons – but I could have chosen many other 
eastern European countries. 
41 For his pioneering work with Mazur on computable analysis, very soon after Alan Turing. 
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what’s going on throughout the rest of the economy. Computer scientist deny that an 
algorithm can have infinite computing power. … So there’s a clear link there with 
economics.’ 

 
Around 1978 (soon after I had come from spending one academic year in Louvain-la-Neuve, 

at C. O. R. E) I spoke to him by phone from Sweden; Mario asked me what I was working 

on. I replied that it had to do with the SMD42 (Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu) theorem on 

excess-demand functions and Weierstrass’s approximation theorems; he immediately pointed 

out, correctly, that it was like Dmitriev and his excess-profit function theorem (Dmitriev, 

op.cit., pp. 129-130). I developed the SMD theorem on excess demand functions (assuming 

the Church-Turing thesis, without understanding that I was assuming it!) in Velupillai, 1999 

– but never, so far, discussed the mathematical equivalence between Dmitriev’s excess profit 

function and what I now call the CSMD theorem. If ever I work on the CSMD theorem and 

Dmitriev’s excess-profit function, then it will be a suitable dedication to the spirit of Mario 

Nuti – but I am well over 73 and it is unlikely that I have the stamina to pursue the idea. 

 
I gave my last series of Lectures – on Macroeconomics – before retirement from my tenured 

and untenured Professorships, at the University of Trento and New School for Social 

Research (NSSR). According to the Syllabus of that course at NSSR (of 13/14 weeks), 

weeks 7 & 8 were to be spent on Capital Theory (which I could not)43 – the starting point of 

it was Cohen & Harcourt 2003). My view was that Capital Theory was, in a nutshell, made 

up of five parts: 

• Aggregation 

• Distribution (of Income – but not Weath) 

• Reswitching 

• Capital Reversal 

• Truncation 

It was in discussing truncation that Nuti played a significant role with Nuti (1973), although 

Eatwell (1974), Fisher (1907), Hicks (197044, 1973) & Nuti (1970, 197445) were also 
 

42 I have always maintained that it should be CSMD theorem, with the ‘C’ standing for Clower (see 
Velupillai, 2011, p. 25). Sonnenschein’s early paper on this theorem was published in the Journal of 
which Clower was the first editor (Sonnenshein, 1973). 
43 After all, a pioneer of the Cambridge Controversies in Capital Theory was a senior member of the 
economics faculty of NSSR, viz Anwar Shaikh, in particular his paper Shaikh (1974). 
44 In footnotes 3 & 4 of the first page of this article is a declaration by Hicks of his affinity and 
difference with Nuti, 1970. 
45 This particular article was, presumably, more in line with Nuti’s interest in efficient investment in 
centrally planned economies. 
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important46. I tried to show to an exceptional set of graduate students, who followed my 

lectures, that the ‘bumps’ of Nuti (1970) were, in embryo, the truncation of production flows 

of Nuti (197347). 

 
Nuti wrote on 13 July 2014 as follows (italics added): 

‘Dear Vela, it is good to hear that you are reasonably well and even thinking of me, though 
my EJ 1970 article is a simple exercise in steady states that as I have already admitted led me 
to unwarranted, politically inflammatory, over-claims.’ 

 
And he replied on 30 September 2014 to Stefano Zambelli (who had written to him more 

than one year later, on 29 September 2014 and quoted Mario’s EJ, 1970 article on p. 21 of 

his manuscript): 
‘…. thanks for remembering my old article [i.e., EJ 1970], where I somewhat overclaimed 
the political implications and exaggerated the proclaimed redundancy of the very concept of 
capital.’ 

 
It was too late to consider Stafano’s excellent manuscript for my course but Nuti was the 

centerpiece of my modest attempt to ‘resurrect’ interest in the Cambridge Controversies in 

Capital Theory (pace Harcourt!) – it succeeded, mostly because the audience was receptive! 

 
§4. Concluding Thoughts 

‘A Mathematician is a device for turning coffee into theorems.’ 
Paul Erdős, in Cipra (1999, p. 34). 

 
Erdös was trying to say that ‘most’ (interesting) mathematical theorems were formulated 

during coffee breaks – and the proofs were composed as ‘afterthoughts’ paying respect to the 

tenets of logic. My good friend, the late John McCall, used to say that ‘Stiglitz cannot drink a 

cup of coffee without formulating an economic proposition as a theorem’ – but he was too 

gentle to add that Stiglitz’s proofs did not observe the etiquette of mathematical elegance – or 

that Stiglitz was skeptical of the omniscience of (mathematical) logic! 

 
Mario Nuti’s formulation of theorems – with or without coffee – were impeccable. That may 

well be why he was so uncritical about the mathematics he was using! 
 

46 I also used Velupillai (1995) in the Fisher-Hicks-Nuti sense of truncation of production flows; it 
was, partly, a transition to the growth and Austrian (flow input/point output) part of the lectures from 
the pure capital theory part, but any hard-and-fast rule herein was, of course, impossible. 
47 Nuti (1975) is about a different aspect of truncation of production flows. I remember very well, 
giving the Orosel (1973) paper to Mario, outside the Faculty of Economics and Politics, on the steps 
of the Sidgwick Site! Note the subtle difference in Orosel referring to the neoclassical ‘factor-price 

frontier’ and Nuti’s use of the Cambridge (UK) wage-interest frontier! 
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I corresponded with Mario right up to the Cambridge Journal of Economics (CJE) 

celebratory issue – almost three years too late – of our common maestro’s 100th birth 

anniversary – i.e., Richard Goodwin’s. For the conference on the publication of this Issue, a 

dinner was organized (in December 2015), at Peterhouse – the College where Richard 

Goodwin was a fellow and emeritus fellow for over a quarter of a century. 

 
In e-mails to me of 7 December 2014 & 27 March 2015, Mario wrote: 

Dear Vela, 
Greetings. I hope you are well, in spite of being a bit more taciturn than usual. 

 
I am forwarding to you the attached reports on the contribution I offered to the CJE Goodwin 
Special Issue. First because I think you as the Issue proposer ought to know that publication is 
still being held up by refereeing taking place outside the Journal usual channels, and second 
to ask you whether you could give me some suggestions on how to respond to referees 
comments (let me stress that I am not complaining about the reports, it's just that they look 
hard to satisfy). 
and, 
‘My dear Vela, 
It was very generous of you to recommend the acceptance of my paper for the special issue, 
but the best way for you to help me would be to make some suggestions to make it better, if 
you have the time. I will try anyway to meet the referees' objections, but I am slow and not 
very well at the moment. 

 
I am glad you are still involved in the project. With thanks anyway, and warmest good wishes 
Yours as ever, 
Mario 

 
I wrote to the editors in charge of the Special Issue of CJE to honour Goodwin’s birth 

centennial, on 26 March 2015, as follows: 
‘Dear Dr Stephen Pratten, dear Dr Sue Konzelmann - and CJE friends, 

 
I hope you forgive me for the time I have taken to respond definitively to the (pleasant) task 
of writing an Introduction to the Special Issue of the CJE to commemorate the birth 
centennial of Richard Goodwin. 

 
The task has been in my aged mind, more-or-less constantly, arguing with myself (which I 
seem to do more often as I age), over and over again. 

 
The long-and-the short-of-it, as the saying goes, is that I shall write the Introduction, and do 
my best to meet your timeline for the Special Issue. 

 
The reason I have taken time is quite simple: I am very keen to find a way to include 
Professor Mario Nuti's contribution, in any revised form. I know how much Richard Goodwin 
valued the friendship with Professor Nuti; I also know how very highly Goodwin thought of 
Professor Nuti. As I wrote once before, Goodwin was one of the referees for the Professorship 
at Birmingham, for which Professor Nuti applied - and got the post. I posted the letter for 
Goodwin. 
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I hope very much that a way can be found to include Professor Nuti's contribution - even if it 
means a slight delay. 

 
In any case, thank you very much for your kind and generous responses. 

 
I shall do my utmost to provide an Introduction which will be worthy of Richard Goodwin - 
and the contributions. 

 
With kindest and grateful wishes to you all, 
Vela Velupillai 

 
However, Mario did not forgive me for not fighting harder to include his paper to honour 

Goodwin’s birth centennial in the CJE; I had written a very positive ‘referee’ report on 

Mario’s contribution – which he wrote at my invitation; but the Editor ‘listened’ to another 

referee and rejected the paper! I tried, with the organizers and the Editor, to include Mario’s 

excellent contribution – but it was a losing battle. In the end I opted for inviting Mario – all 

expenses paid – to the Conference dinner; but Mario did not reply to this gesture. 

 
Mario Nuti, like Hicks, was an ‘accountant among economists’ (see Klamer, 1999), at least 

so far as economic theory48 was concerned – I value accounting consistency more than 

anything else. It is respected by a few: Richard Stone, Leif Johansen, Lance Taylor, Wynne 

Godley and Stefano Zambelli. This may be the reason for Mario to pay unreserved respect to 

his King’s College colleague, Wynne Godley. 

 
He was a formidable intellectual, and a warm human being. Mario Nuti will be missed. 
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